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ABSTRACT 

Although under study for several years by many inves+igators 

the electron beam technique remains a somewhat controversial diagnostic 

method for high velocity gas flows.  In order to verify the physical 

parameters and limits of this technique precise laboratory experiments 

have been conducted. By injecting an electron beam into an experimental 

chamber containing slowly flowing nitrogen and spectroscopically 

examining the resulting spontaneous iight emission the analysis of this 

technique is accomplished. 

Measurements of the rotational and vibrational temperatures 

of nitrogen have been made over the temperature range 78s - 300°K and 

at pressures of 0.001-1.00 Torr using a 10 KV electron beam with 

currents of 0,06-4,5 mi Iliamperes. The measurements were made photo- 

electricaliy, and signal amp I if leafier and averaging were accomplished 

w!th a lock-in amplifier. 

The results of the rotational temperature measurements dis- 

play a dependence of rotational temperatures on gas density and beam 

current» Rotational temperature was also found to vary with the 

number of spectral lines used and with the vibrational band as well, 

Vibrational band intensities of the N+ Ql"] system were 

measured by electronic Integration of the rotational structure, and a 

pressure dependence of various band intensity ratios was observed. 

in 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Ab Electron beam cross sectional area 

Am vt Ki     Einstein's spontaneous transition probability for emission 

x,v2' 2        between states m,  v',KT and    I, vg, K£ multiplied by the 

number of molecules In state m, v', K'  (N^i Kf) 

a Thermal  dlffusivity 

B „ Rotational constant corresponding to the v1.1 vlbrational   level 
vl 

c Speed of  \ ight 

C|      A constant In the rotational line intensity equations, defined 

In Equation 30 

c2      A constant In the rotational line Intensity equations, defined 

in Equation 31 

C-      Specific heat at constant pressure 

E|<      Energy eigenvalue for a general K rotational level 

EKn     Energy eigenvalue for the K" rotational level 

Ey      Energy eigenvalue for a general v vibrational level 

EVK     Energy eigenvalue of the vV vibrational level 

Ev K    Interaction energy eigenvalue for the general v and K levels 

Evu K,?   Interaction energy eigenvalue of the v'f and K'f levels 

-e      Electronic charge 

(G)Q    A function of ro+ational quantum number and rotational 

tempe ratu re 

Giv'.1)    Term value for the v1.' vibrational level 

XI 
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g« Rotational level degeneracy 

H Ratio of heat source strength per unit volume and unit time 

to thermal conductivity 

h Planck's constant 

n , Planck's constant divided by 2ir 

Ip Intensity of radiation of a P branch line 

IR Intensity of radiation of an R branch line 

Ipj Intensity ratio of vibrational bands 

ly'v" intensity of radiation from the v' to vU transition 

I , K,   Intensity of radiation from the v', K1 to vjj, KIJ 

v" K" 
2' 2    transition 

i u      Beam current 

J       Ro+ationa! quantum number - includes electron spin 

ju      Beam current density 

K       RoTat'onal qjantum number - excludes electron spin, K - 0, I, 

2, 3 .c.,.); thermal conductivity 

K','      Refers to rotational level of N2 x'£ state 

Refers to rotational level of N* B £ state 

Refers to rotational level of N2 X £ state 

Bcitzmarn constant 

Refers to N2 X2 J]state 

Refers To N2 B^ £ state 

Nitrogen molecule number density 

First negative system of nitrogen 

Second positive system of nitrogen 

K' 

*2 

k 

Z 

m 

NT 

4 [I"] 
N2 [2+] 

XLl 
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N? ^ t-  Upper electronic state of nitrogen ion 

N^ X^ 2-  Ground state of nitrogen ion 

\\y  X 2_.  Ground state of nitrogen molecule 

N v Number of molecules in the genera! K rotational level of the 
v, i\ 

general v vibrational level of an electronic state 

N ,. „„   Number of molecules in the K1,' rotational level of the v1, 
1» r 1 

vibrational level of the N2 x'y state 

N , .,. Number of molecules in the K1 rotational level of the v' 
v1 ,K' 

vibrational level of the Ni B"y"s+ate 

n Refers to N2 x']T state; ratio of chamber radius to bean ra£ :i;s 

Pc Chamber pressure 

P Relative rotational transition probability for the P branch 

PR Relative rotational transition probability for the R branch 

p(v',v7) Vibrational strength factor of the vV to v' tra-sitSc- 

p(v',v2') Vibrational strength factor of the v1 to vlj transition 

(p.f.)j. Partition function 

q Heat source strength per unit volume and unit time 

q(v',v") Franck-Condon factor for the vV to v' transition 

q(v',vU!) Franck-Condon factor for the v' to vU' transition 

R Individual gas constant 

Reir) Functional form of the electronic transition moment 

r Beam radius 

S^ Rotational line strength 
K" 

s NumDer of data points or spectral scans 

Xlll 
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T Temperature 

TR Rotational temperature 

Tv Vibrationa I temperature 

Tw Chamber wall temperature 

TR Weighted average of TD/T 

Tw 

t Time; total 

v Vibratlonal quantum number, v = 0, I, 2, 3, ... 

v" Refers to vibratlonal level of N X1£ state 

v" Refers to vibrational level of N^ X ]T state 

v» Refers to vibratlonal level of N^ B2£ state 

(v*,v!J) Vibrational band designation 

W ^ Energy of vibration and rotation of the v,K state 

_!t- Energy dissipation function of the electron beam in air 
PJb 

y. Ratio of measured rotational temperature to chamber wall 

temperature for the lth_ spectral scan 

C Number of transitions per second into the m,v',K' state due to 

electron beam excitation 

Ap,Xp Wavelength of an R branch and a P branch  line,  respectively 

Xvi |^i Wavelength of the v',K' to vU,K!J emission 

V"!K" 
2 2 

Xab Vibratlonal band wavelength due to transition from level a to 

level b 

p Gas density 

xiv 
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Oj      Ratio of standard deviation of measured rotational temperature 

for the ith spectral scan to the chamber wall temperature 

ö"      Standard deviation of an average 

o^K =    Collision cross section for rotational excitation by slow 

electrons ±2,0 

I      + 2 °n-MTi    Total inelastic cross section for the N2 X T* -*■ N_ B y 

transition 

$       Angle in cylindrical coordinates 

\f> Quantum mechanical wave function 

%,ion    Electronic degeneracy of state m and n, respectively 

xv 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A method for directly measuring nitrogen rotational and 

vlbrational temperatures in wind tunnel flows is the electron beam 

technique (the EBT) pioneered by Dr. E. P. Muntz (1,2,3,4).  This 

technique Involves the ionlzatlon and excitation of nitrogen molecule? 

with a beam of moderately energetic electrons (10-100 KEV). The 

o 
resulting spontaneous emission in the spectral region 3500-5000 A is 

predominantly that of the first negative system of nitrogen (Nt D~D).. 

The intensity distribution of the system's vlbrational bands can be 

related to an effective vlbrational temperature of nitrogen, and the 

rotational fine structure of this system's vlbratlonal bands has an 

intensity distribution that can be related to an effective rotational 

temperature of nitrogen. At low gas densities the beam is well-defined; 

therefore, observation of emission at different positions along the 

beam allows "point" temperature measurements. Experimental determina- 

tions of vlbratlonal and rotational temperatures in nitrogen wind tunnel 

flows then'should permit more accurate knowledge of the effect of non- 

equilibrium on flow properties. Furthermore, In many cases the 

rotational temperature should be the same as the translational tem- 

perature of the test gas. 

'Numbers in parentheses refer to similarly numbered references 
In the bib Iiography. 
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Analyses by Muntz (I) and Petrie (5) proposed the excitation 

process to be directly from the neutral ground state molecules (isL X1 JT ) 

to the excited states of the molecular ion (N2 B
z £ ) by inelastic colli- 

sions with high energy electrons (see Figure I). These analyses dis- 

counted other paths of excitation to Nit BT such as cascade population, 

double excitation, and secondary excitation of ground state ions. The 

possibility of emission excited by secondaries with energies In excess of 

18.7 ev (the energy difference between ISU X V  and N^ B £ ) was not- 

theoretical ly discounted, but it was not explicitly included In the 

theory. 

The observed emission corresponds to the electronic transition 

N^ B2 Y.  * N2 X £» ^he 9r,°uncl s+ate of the molecular ion) with the 

—8 
average lifetime of the excited Ions on the order of 10  seconds. 

Muntz (I) also showed that for number densities on the order of IO'6/cnr 

at room temperature the excited gas particle should experience little 

interference due to gas kinetic collisions during the process of excit- 

ation and emission. Therefore, a Theoretical prediction was made of the 

emission intensities as a function of temperature in the rotational and 

vibrational bands of N^ D~D. For clarification these equations 

developed by Muntz are reviewed in the next section. 

The controversy over this technique has arisen due to an 

apparent disagreement between measured rotational temperatures and the 

actual temperature of low temperature nitrogen, to an apparent depend- 

ence of measured rotational temperature upon number of spectral lines, 

to an apparent density dependence of measured rotational and vibrational 

2 
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Fig. 1   Simplified, General Excitation-Emission Diagram 
09 
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temperatures, and to the possibility of a localized beam heating effect'. 

Therefore, in an effort to precisely determine the physical 

parameters, limits, and foibles of the electron beam technique a 

laboratory system was developed to study the technique under a con- 

trol led range of conditions.  In these experiments a 10 KV electron beam 

was injected into an experimental chamber containing slowly flowing 

nitrogen. The nitrogen temperature was controlled In the range 78°- 

300°K, and the nitrogen pressure was controlled over the range 0*00]- 

1.0 Torr. 

By photoelectric spectroscoplc measurement of the rotational 

line intensities of a vibrationai band a rotational temperature was 

measured and compared to the actual temperature of the nitrogen (which 

was the test chamber wall temperature) at various conditions of wall 

temperature, chamber pressure, beam current, and number of spectral 

lines used for the temperature determination. Vibrationai band 

intensities were measured by electronic Integration of "the rotational 

line !n+ensities of a vibrationai band at room temperature and at pres- 

sures from 0.100 Torr to 1.0 Torr. Usually the Intensifies of two bands 

were measured at constant beam current and pressure and used to form a 

ratio that was plotted as a function of nitrogen pressure at 300°K. 
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CHAPTER II 

INTENSITY EQUATIONS 

For clarification the spectral intensity equations developed 

by Muntz (I) will be reviewed. 

In the excitation transition, No X1 y f + N+ B2 r* + , a change 
*-g   2  L u 

of multiplicity occurs which Is accounted for by the lonization process, 

I        9 
According to Herzberg (6) the -fwo states XT and Er-y belong to Hund's 

2 
case (b), and under moderate resolution tue doublet states of Br y   are 

unresolved. The rotational energy levels are then designated by the 

quantum number K_  It Is assumed that the selection rules for'Hur.d's 

case (b) for J] - £ transitions are valid for the excitation process, 

i.e., it is assumed that the fast electrons cause changes in the rota- 

tion quantum numbers equivalent to that of photoexcltation. The 

se!ectlon rules for the quantum number changes are AK ■ * !, AK - 0 

being forbidden» The selection rules therefore predict the existence 

of a P and R branch in the excitation (see Figure 2). For the emission 

process there are P and R branches with AK = AJ = * I; furthermore, 

there are satellite branches with AK ■* AJ = 0 (see Figure 3). Again, 

under moderate resolution the doublet nature of the P and R and the 

satellite branches are not resolved. Therefore, as pointed out Dy 

Herzberg (6), +he band structure appears the same as for £ - 'Y* 

ba/ids, but wifh the rotational lines numbered by K instead of J. 

!n the following development of the intensity equations it 
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Fig. 2  More Detailed Diagram of Excitation Process 
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Fig. 3 More Detailed Diagram of Emission Process 
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will be assumed that the number density of the gas Is sufficiently low', 

that collision effects are negligible and that the gas is pure nitrogen. 

The method of calculation follows that of Muntz (I) and procedures 

developed at AEDC. 

The total number of molecules per unit volume being excited 

from the N2 x'£ state (level n) to the N* B
2£ state (level m) is given 

by 

NT 1*°™   = WA™ = (number of rr*m transitions (I) 
n no    per second per unit volume) 

where 

un » the degeneracy of the electronic state n 

I. ■ beam current 

A. s beam cross-sectional area 

~e = electronic charge 

Nj = neutral N2 number density 

jjj = beam current density 

and 
n-Hii = the-total inelastic cross-section for the 

N2 xl£ * N2 ß2Z Transition, irrespective 

of vlbrational and rotational quantum numbers 

The number of molecules per second making a P branch transition from 

v», K1,1 will originate from vy, K' + I (since K'f = K' + I for a P 

branch transition), and this number is proportional to 

P(v-,vy) . pp . N;„KI+| <2) 

where      p(v',vy> = q(v>,vf)(f^>2 (3) 
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and    q(v',v") = Franck-Condon factor ■ [/ i(f*<m,vT>^(n,v'j'>dxl    (4) 

and    RQ
2 =  / **(m,v») < mfj?e(r) |n > ^{n,v'.')dT 

and Rg(r) is an assumed functional form of the electronic moment 

averaged over m and n. 

P is the P branch Hon I-London factor which is proportional to 

the line-strength or rotational quantum number dependent portion of the 

transition probability. p(v',vV) is a vibrational transition probability, 

and Nn     is the number of molecules in state n, v'.', Kf + I. 
v" K'+l I 

Similarly, the number of molecules per second making an R 

branch transition Is proportional to 

p<v',v") • PR • Nn„ K  ' I    R   v" K'-» 

The Hon I-London factors are those used for a 

transition.  In terms of K' they are 

_ K 

sK'f 
p = 2K»+I 

K» + I 

K'^K' + I 

E" E 

(6) 

(7) 

and 

SK' 

2K''+I 
K1 

K"=K'-I 
(8) 

The total number of transitions per second from n to m which 

originate in vV and end in v' regardless of the initial and final value 
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of K is given by summing over both K'J and K?. However, since there is a 

relation between K" and K' a single sum is sufficient. That is, a delta 

notation can be used such that 

PR -«CKf -«.-■)] „£, (9) 

Then 

K' PR = ^T if KT = K'-' <I0) 

otherwise, PR is zero. Similarly, 

Pp.tfKi -«-D:jjgjj) (!!) 

Therefore, the to+al number of transitions per second from 

n to m which originate in v'.' and end in v1 regardless of the Initial 

and.final value of K is given by 

(12) E P«V,v«) PpNv,, Kl+| +PRNV„ «, J 
K»-0 L    ' ■    J 

with the restriction that K' - I - 0 (i.e. for the R branch there Is no 

K'=0 line). 

The total number of transitions which originate from vV and 

end in any v* per second 

\ 

L   { L P(v»,vj)[pp NV„ Kf+I + PR NV„ K,.,: > (13) 
v'=0 K'=0 

10 
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The total number of transitions per second which originate 

in any vV and any KV and end in any v1 and any K' 

00 00 

I     L     P(V,vpJ Y.    tPp Nvn K. + | 
+PRNvn K..,D>  (14) 

v"=0   v'=0 

which is proportional to 

K«-0 i 
jb NT °n-m 

~e wn 

The fraction populating the state represented by m, v', K1 

from a!! v1.',«'.1 levels of n 

z 
vV=0 

p<v'f*(> CPpNv,K, + | +PRNV,,K,_,] 
(15) 

OS 00 

ü   E P^^V{  E  [Pp V,K« + I + PR NvT.K'-l^, 
vV*0  v'^0 K'=0 

Therefore, +he number- of transitions per second, x,,   into 

m, v1, Kf due 4o exci+ation is 

Jbcn-»nTNIT } 

r « 

vV=0 

BO 

I pcv',V'-) CppN    ,., + PRNV„ K,_,: 

DO DO 

£     JTp(v»,vy), 
v"=0    v'=0 

Z CPpNv,, K,+I+PRNV, K,_,: 
K'^0 
^ 

(16) 
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For a steady-state condition,  neglecting molecular collisions I 

effects,  C - the number of  radiative de-excitations per second. 

From m,  v1,  K1  there are transitions to all  v"   levels of the 

+    2r £ state  (NL X   2* *»  since there  is  no selection  rule for v.     For each 

v1  to vU transition there  is a P and R branch,  and all  these transitions 

must be summed over to find a quantity to balance t, the excitation rate. 

From Herzberg  (6),  after a few manipulations,  the number of 

emission transitions per second  is 

4 E3  , Sm'v,>K*    Nm 

V''K'       Ä,v"K»      v',K' 

Vv'Kt  = 
V2'K2  

A,vJ,K» 3 ti4c3 aim(2K' + |) 
(17) 

wh ere wm = the degeneracy of the electronic state m 

and     m,v,,K' 
SA v" K" ~  *he band s+röng"*"" f°r +ne transition 

m,v',K' 

'I  v" K" = SM  P(v,'v2} So „n „„ =  SK'  p(v',v") (18) 

SK'_| = K' (!9> 

for the R branch; for the P branch 

(20) SK' 
K'+l =  1 <' + ! 

00 

E 
K£=0 

SK' 
K2 

= 2K'4| (21) 

12 
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Therefore, 

V ,K' 
2'  2 

I    I 
Ktj=0 v!J=0 

K' 
3 SK" Ptv'.vJ) 
v',K« 2 

v",K»    ifiV %(2K' + I)       V''K' 
2    2 

' '«'" ShV^C».*!,      4oP(V' '^4!P1- * ^" 
LX v',K' X v\K' 

v£,K'+l v^,K'-l 

(22) 

(23) 

64TT 4    N 

V,K' = 3ET   5KT+7 m v^=0 
P<v',v») 

K'  +   1 - + 
v',K' 

'    V^,K'+| 

(24) 

Since 5 = AyT  ^1 the following expression for the steady-state number 

density, NV,>K,?  js obtained. 

Nv',K' 

<*-l>g>)<C> 

£,   p(v>fvS)K3 + p 
n   n V'»K' V''K' v2=0 L     v»   K'+l v"   K»-l 

(25) 

From HerzDerg (6), again with a little manipulation, -the 

intensity of a rotational line in emission Is 

2 2    3h4c3 « (2K«+I) 
(26) 
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For R branch transitions K" = K?-l  and sJS,"  - S*|      ■ K'. 
^ ^9 K -1 

Therefore,  for the R branch 

v\K» 
v",K'-l 

2 

ri/I  he c*' -4 p(v',v") 
AR £ 

~5 p KT+I     R1-" 
(27) 

Using Equation 16 for 5, Equation 27 becomes 

NT Jb °n-^m hc 

v',K«       =    -4  
v"  K'-l "e %   *v',K' 

2 v»,K'-| 

K'   p(v',v^) 
j-K' + l       K'   I 

2 

E PCv''V!r)   (PpNvY,K'H  +PRNvV,K'-l> 
v7=-.o 

00 90 

L I    I I 
^ 

1(28) 

0    vV-O 
P(v',vy)   ML   yp V-K»+i +PRNV",K'-I 

>K'=0 

Therefore, 

Lv\K' 
v£,K'-l 

C;   p(v',v2) 

^ ( 1 
v$,K'-l[V'V2j 

K» 

L   P<v»,vy)CPp NV„ Kl+| + PR Nv,, K._,] 

vV=0 
(29) 
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where 

J'b <W hc NT 
00 00 

"eu)n    {   £       I    P(vf'vY>    E<PpNvV,K' + l+PRNvy,K'-|) 

vi=0    v"=0 LK'=0 
\ 

(30) 

00 

V,v« "   Z.      3—~ 

J      v"=0      X v»,v» 
-    cr (31) 

and the approximation A-5              % X-* 
v\K' v',K» 
v" K'+l v",K'-l 
2' 2 

(32) 

is enforced. 

For the non-rigid rotor anharmonic oscillator model ot the 

homonuclear diatomic molecule the energy of vibration and  rotation  !% 

Wv,K - Ev 
+ EV,K ^33) 

That  is,   in a first approximation the energy eigenvalue may be wriiic"-, 

as a sum of vibrational energy and a vibrationai-rofational   inter- 

action term. 

From Rushbrooke  (7)   it may be shown that 

N v,K e-(Ev+Ev,K>AT 
«JT      = 9K (p.f.)f 

where 00 00 

<p °f)+=Z        Z  9K   e-(Ev+Ev,K)AT 

v<=0        K=0 

(34) 

(35) 
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It may be shown using Rushbrooke (7) and AEDC Information that 

(p.f.)+ = y   e-Ev/kTv J y gK e-
Ev,K/kTR 

v=0 K=0 

Therefore, from Equations 39 and 40 

PpNv,,,KH|+PRNv,;fKl.|C7?^e-
EvyATv 

(K' + l)e'Ev,hK' + l/kTR + (K')e"Ev*[»K'-|ATR 

(36) 

may be correctly written while 

Nv,K   (e-Ey/kTy) (e-
Ev,K/kTRl C37) 

"TI^=      (p.-f.) + 

even if Ty f TR. Therefore, 

Using Equation 38 and Equation 7 

', Nvy.K.+i ■ r^y; •m^w" «-i^I.K-, ATR     (39= 

Similarly, 

(40) 

I) 
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From Herzberg (6) 

Ew» K»+I  = Buti (K' + IXK'+2)hc 
V I 

(42) 

and 

Ev'f,K'-[  = BvV  <K')(K'-I)hc (43) 

Therefore, 

NT 
P'WpCPp NV,I/K, + |   + Pk Nvn,K,.,D = T?-Tn- 

*    p(v',vr,')e    ¥l 
-Evit/kTv -Bv..(K' + |)(K'+2)hc/kTD 

(K'+|)e    vi R 

+ (K,)e-Bvy(K'>(K'-l)hc/KTR ] 
Now, 

V,K' 
v^K'-l 

C|  p(v',vlp 

,K'       E 
p(v',v^) 

v"JK'-llv"=0    * ,    „ L   v2* \ 2 v »v|? 

(p.f.)+ 

V -G(vY)hc/kTv i,   p(v',v»)e       " v (h> 
vy=o 

p(v',v")e i r +r 

where 

(H) 

(44) 

(45) 

-Bvit(K'+i)(K'+2)hc/kTR -Bvtt(K')(K'-l)hc/kTR    (46) 
,„ =  (K'+|)e    vl K+(K»)e    vl R 

For the  laboratory conditions T    is sufficiently' low to neglect 
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all  but v" = 0  levels of N2 X1 C .    By defining 

(H), 

2KT+T = <G)oe 

-B0 K'(K'4|)hc/kTR 
(47) 

where 

-2B0(K»+|)hc/kTB 2Bn(K')hc/kTR 

(G)    =  (K>+I)e  R+(K')e ! (48) 
° (2K'+I) 

and where (H)Q Is (H)v,,=0,   (G)Q is  (G)v,,=0,  and (B)Q Is  (B)vn=0. 
I I 

Then, 

Iv'  K'      ^4 

v» K'-l   Av'^K' v2'* vJ;,K'-l 

T71ÜT: 
c(C2NT        -B0(K')(K'+|)hc/kTR 

TpTTTTj:   e 
(49) 

Therefore, 

An 
' v1 K» v"   K'-l ' 

2' v" K'-l 

K'(G) £n Iffitf B°K'(K '+l)hc/kTR    (50) 

Equation 50 is the equation derived by Muntz  (:).    This equation 

may be solved by Iteration to find TR using measured vaiues of Iv',K'    » 
vJJ.K'-l 

Equation 29 gives the intensity of fhe R branch line of a band 

for a given K'„ The same equation will yield the intensify of a P branch 

line of the band for the same K* when K'+l is substituted for K' in the 

numerator. By adding these iwo equations 
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1PKI+IRKI   = , -2  £ P^'^Vv'j.K' + l + PRNV..>K..|)    (5!) 
v'.K'    JTV,  V»VV»=0 

IPK'+IRKt = 
C|  p(v',vU) 

as « 

»K»-lL '}    ' 

I   I 
K"=0 

p(v',v») 
2K"+T Vi 

(52) 

The total   intensity of a vibratlonal  band is obtained by summing 

Equation 52 over ali  values of K.      To sum over K'  select and fix a value 

of K7.    Therefore,  assuming Xy,  K,      can be replaced by X ,    „ 
V^K'-l Z 

I(V«,V^)= 
c, p<v',v") 

■fv» jTv'fv!{|    |j<T=0 

I   00 CO 

y     y    p(v,v'f) Nv»f,K>( y   K 

L      L   —2K?+1 KT:0
SK' 

v»=0 

Then 

(53) 

Kv',v!»> 
C| p(v',v!J) 

T 
v\v"lt 

21 v'  v" 

£        X!     P(V''VT>NvV,K» (54) 

K"=0   vy=o l»"l 

Since 

then 

V = 
I 

NT 

TpTFTT e 
-G(v',')hc/kT 

i v (55) 
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00 

C|NT p(v',v2)      vy=o 

,   , w.u -G(vV)hc/kTv 

I-.v2>=-?pTT7T-    -T 
v',v" 2  r   p<vT>v2? 

v^O x
3(v',v") 

(56) 

Then the  intensity ratio of tho  two bands  (avt,btfit\  and  (cVT,d..ii) 
2 2 

is  seen to bo 

LRT. 

I(av\ bv») 
£  p(av.,v'0e-Gtv?hc/kTv 

*cd|4    p(av\  bv'^)    V'I'^O 

xab|     P»cV"  W    3 .,  „..    ... 
^       \^ -G(v")hc/kTv 

£_. p(cv',v")e        ' 
v"=0 

X. 
f2=0 

cv'.vS 

v£=Q 
p(av',v^)/A

3 

v'.v? 

(57) 

From a theoretical plot of Ipw    versus T    and an experimental 
'v 

measure of Ip^. a value of Tv of nitrogen'may be found. Therefore, it 
'v 

is seen that using Equation 57 the vibrationai temperature of nitrogen 

can be determined by performing the measurement of the relative band 

strengths of at least two bands of the tit  [!"] system. 
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CHAPTER III 
BRIEF REVIEW OF THE WORK OF OTHER INVESTIGATORS 

Muntz (I), using an equation similar to Equation 50, calibrated 

an electron beam probe in slowly flowing nitrogen (* 0.5 meters per 

second) at room temperature and 373°K with a fiIm spectrograph and found 

It accurate (* two per cent) for pressures less than approximately 0.5 

Torr. A maximum of nineteen rotational lines was used for the temper- 

ature determination. The beam current was 0.085-0.25 ml!Iiamperes a+ 

17 KV with gas pressures of 0.155-0.470 Torr. The measured temperature 

was shown to be Independent of beam energy in the range 12.5-17.5 KV and 

Independent of pressure from 0.200-0.470 Torr. Muntz also pointed out 

that rotational temperatures measured from beam emission of stagnant room 

temperature nitrogen indicated that the nitrogen in the vicinity cf the 

beam was heated. 

For vlbrational temperatures Muntz calculated an intensity- 

ratio of two bands as a function of vibrational temperature using 

-G<v"}hc/kTv 
£  q^v'.V'Je   ! 

KV, EM*)  /Acd\4 g(av,t byg)  Vy=o <58) 
I(cv', dvg} ~ I Aab)  q(cv', övtf 

Y -G(v't')hc/kTv 
£-  q(cv,v„>e 
v»=0   * J¥l 

which is Equation 57 with France-Condon factors instead of the more 

appropriate vibrational band stre-g-hs. By measuring the ratio and 

using the calculated curve vibrations! temperature was measured, 
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Muntz concluded that his model for excitation and emission was 

the correct one and that point low density rotational temperature 

measurements could be made in nitrogen (with a majority of molecules in 

the No X £ state) with an accuracy of * two per cent. On this basis 

further work of Muntz was directed toward development of a Rotational 

Temperature Apparatus <RTA) which was essentially a two-color pyrometer 

for observing portions of the rotational structure of a vlbrational 

band (2). This device was shown to be capable of measuring rotational 

temperatures. 

Due to the apparent simplicity of the EBT using the RTA, an 

RTA device was fabricated by this author for use in transient 

hypervelocity flow measurements. 

Muntz also reported a * ten per cent accuracy for vlbrational 

temperature measurements. 

Petrie (5) conducted validation experiments for the EBT in 

slowiy flowing air. At room temperature the difference between measured 

and known temperature was within * three per cent. The temperature 

measurements were also found to be Independent of pressure to 0.400 

Torr. Beam current was 0.010-0.50 mi 11(amperes at 10-20 KV. 

For vibrational temperature validation the intensity ratios 

I()|/I|2 aRd *02^*I3 were measured by Petrie at room temperature. The 

measured values are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The ratios were obtained 

from film spectra, and the discrepancies between theory and experiment 

were attributed to uncertainties In Intensities determined with a 

densitometer. The vibrational temperature measurement accuracy was 
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predicted to be within * 15 per cent. However, Petrle neglected com- 

pletely the effect of the decay channels In emission by omitting the last 

factor of Equation 57. 

Robben and Talbot (8) carried out a series of rotational 

temperature measurements-In a subsonic nozzle, a Mach 4 nozzle, and a 

free jet expansion. The measurements-were shown to be about three per 

cent high at 280°K with a progressively Increasing error at lower 

temperatures (see Figure 6). These measurements were made with the 

electron gun operating at 30 KV and with beam currents of I — 10 ml Ill- 

amperes. The beam was Imaged perpendicular to the spectrometer slit. 

Robben and Talbot suggested empirically correcting electron 

beam.rotational temperature measurements to account for the difference 

between spectrally measured and calculated temperatures.  It was 

believed that the error was due to secondary electrons since a small 

dependence on slit height was observed in their data; and it was pointed 

out that the halo surrounding the beam was paused by secondary electrons 

which might not obey the optical selection rules when exciting N^ P~D. 

z     They also found (as did Muntz) that in siowiy flowing nitrogen 

at 300°K the measured temperatures were higher by as much as 50°K„ This 

error was found to be highly density dependent, but at 0.04 Torr the 

error had decreased to the flowing gas error. Robben and Talbot thought 

this might be due tometastable atoms not being able to diffuse to the. 

walls at high pressures. 

Marrone ( 9) used the electron beam probe to obtain measure- 

ments in supersonic nitrogen Jets expanding from room temperature. The 
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electron gun was operated at 17.5 KV and 0.100-0.250 ml 111 amperes beam 

current. The rotational temperature values obtained experimentally 

agreed with the predicted .values down, to about 50CK. That Is, the 

Boltzmann plots of rotational line Intensities were linear using the 

majority of observed rotational lines, and Marrone proceeded to re- 

, interpret Robben and Tal bot's tunnel data as rotational freezing 

phenomena. However, the. higher K' rotational lines always indicated a 

higher Intensity than was consistent with the straight line plot. This 

led Marrone to believe that perhaps this effect was produced by the' 

electron beam itself, and again the effect of the secondary electrons 

was under question. Ashkenas (10) investigated the rotational spectra of 

nitrogen in thermodynamic equilibrium at 300°K and 78°K and observed a 

non-.'inear line intensity plot.  It was observed that the rotational 

temperature defined by a straight line varied with the number of spectral 

lines used and that the spectra!!y measured rotational temperature was 

dependent on the dry nitrogen density at which the measurement was made. 

There was doubt expressed concerning the validity of the Muntz excit- 

ation model.  Figures 7, 8, and 9 illustrate the findings of Ashkenas. 

Ashkenas's pressure range was 0.02-2.0 Torr. The electron 

gun was operated .at 15 KV at maximum current output. The beam current 

measured at the collector plate varied with the density of the gas in' 

the chamber; and beam currents up to 0.200 miiliamperes and as low as 

OoOSO miiliamperes were recorded. Judging from this author's own 

experience, the current in the chamber was probably an order of 

magnitude higher; however, Ashkenas's work indicated no beam effect on 
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temperature measurements since a thirtyfold increase in the beam current 

at the lowest mass flow rate resulted In a temperature change of less 

than five per cent. The flow rates in the test chamber were varied from 

0.02-1.2 grams per minute. 

In contrast, data developed at AEDC showed that in a com- 

pletely static calibration channel at 80°K the spectrally measured values 

of temperature varied directly with beam current. This was shown to be 

consistent with a local heating within the beam voiume due to inelastic 

cori!sTons between beam and atomic electrons. The electron gun was oper- 

ated at 20 KV and 0.2-3.0 miiIiamperes. However, at 300°K the difference 

between measured temperatures and wall temperatures could not be explained 

by local heating; and, furthermore, agreed with the Robben and Tal bot 

correction curve. 

In an effort to observe quai itatively the effect of low energy 

electrons on apparent rotational temperatures the cathode region of a 

glow discharge tube was spectroscopically Investigated at Princeton by 

Harbour. Especially near the cathode In the cathode glow region a marked 

overpopulation in the upper rotational levels was found. 

The Intensity ratio of tn& (0,1) and (1,2) bands of N£ D~J was 

measured by Harbour and found to have a density dependence as shown In 

Figure 4, page 23. Even accounting for the contribution from the N2 C2
+3 

(1,5) band did not eliminate the density variation in the lower pressure 

region. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE ELECTRON BEAM LABORATORY SYSTEM 

A. THE VACUUM SYSTEM 

In order to Inject an electron beam originating from an electron 

gun at a pressure of less than 0,1 x I0""3 Torr into a gas at pressures 

ranging from a few thousandths Torr to several Torr a dynamic pumping 

system was fabricated, The system consists of a four-inch oil diffusion 

pump (^  700 liters per second) and associated mechanical forepump (140 

liters per minute) that provide low pressure for the electron gun sec- 

tion. The electron gun section is separated by an orifice or system of 

orifices from the test chamber into which the beam is injected through 

the orifice. With a single orifice (0.080 inches in diameter and 0.0625 

inches in length) a maximum pressure of 0.100 Torr is attainable in the 

test section without exceeding 0.1 x I0"3 Torr in the electron gun. With 

a triple stage orifice internally pumped by two mechanical pumps (each 

140 liters per minute) the maximum test chamber Is approximately !0 Torr. 

The lowest pressure attained in the system was 7 x I0"7 Torr (measured 

with an ion gauge) with a leak rate of iess than 0,15 x I0"-3 Torr per 

minute. 

The electron gun is separated from the high vacuum "T" section 

(see Figure 10) by a vacuum valve which allows gun changes without vent- 

ing the entire system to atmosphere. A water-cooled baffle is directly 
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connected to the diffusion pump to help prevent oil vapor from back- 

streaming Into the electron gun, and a large vacuum valve Is used across 

the baffle and diffusion pump combination. 

The test chamber Is an 18-rnch length of thin wall (0.032-inch 

thick) stainless steel tubing. An observation port Is located four 

Inches from the point of injection of the electron beam. Dry nitrogen 

is leaked into the system from a high pressure bottle through a series of 

regulators and valves and copper tubing. The flow of nitrogen passes 

through a six-Inch length 3/4-inch diameter piece of stainless steel 

tubing packed with very fine steel wool; then the nitrogen flows through 

another foot of copper tubing before entering the test chamber. The 

steel wool packed tubing and last foot of copper tubing are all con- 

tained within an insulated trough built around the test chamber. This 

trough holds whatever coolant is used in the experiments. 

Inner wall and coolant temperatures were measured with copper- 

constantan thermocouples and a potentiometer. 

The vacuum seals between the test chamber and orifice and 

observation port are effected with teflon "O'^rings to withstand the 

low temperatures brought about by the test chamber coolants. In 

addition, due to the nearness of all the flanges to the coolant, the 

flanges are heated with nlchrome heating elements in order to maintain 

a vacuum seal during several hours of coolant operation. 

Test chamber pressures are monitored on a Type 126 Transonics 

Equtbar Pressure Meter, which Is a portable, differential, variable 
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capacitance type mlcromanometer operating over eight full scale ranges 

from 0.01-30 Torr. The reference pressure Is the electron gun section 

pressure. 

The Eqiilbar also provides an 0.5 volt 60 Hz output at full 

scale on each scale; The signal Is amplified and fed Into a trigger 

circuit which controls a vacuum system solenoid bleed valve and vacuum 

pump power. This circuit and valvlng system Is activated during periods 

in which no personnel are near the system. If for any reason the test 

chamber pressure rises above 0.050 Torr, the pumps will shut down, and 

the system will slowly vent to atmospheric pressure automatically. 

B. THE ELECTRON BEAM SOURCE AND RECEIVER CUP 

The electron gun high voltage power supply was a 0-50 KV at 

0-5 mtlllampere universal Voltronlcs supply. At present, this supply has 

been replaced by a 0-100 KV at 0-5 milliampere, ripple filtered supply of 

the same make. Voltage supplied to guns is negative with respect to 

ground potential. 

The electron guns are General Electric Type 33. These guns are 

television type, oxide cathode models modified for a maximum of 50 KV 

operation. The accelerator grid of these guns Is also modified by having 

its opening enlarged to 3/16-inch diameter. Magnetic focusing and de- 

flection are used with these guns. The filament is battery powered at 

6-18 V. 

The electron gun system is capable of injecting up to e 4.5 

milliampere beam into the test chamber at 10-35 KV. 
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Basically the beam receiver cup Is a four-inch length of 1-3/4- 

inch diameter stainless steel tubing capped with a brass, water-cooled 

plate. The interior of the cup was coated with carbon to reduce the 

number of secondary electrons ejected from the cup's Interior surface. 

The cup Is Installed in the end of the test chamber. It is electrically 

Isolated from the test chamber with the use of a plexiglass flange 

between the cup flange and the test chamber flange. 

Two other cup designs have been used. One simply had a nega- 

tively biased brass grid screen across the entrance to the basic cup. 

The grid screen opening spacing was 1/16-Inch and the wire diameter 

0.02-inch. Difficulties were experienced In passing the beam Into the 

cup without a direct hit onto the grid. 

The present cup design Is shown in Figure II. Both the front 

and second grids are made of the brass wire mesh described above. The 

opening in both grids is 3/4-inch diameter. The first grid Is grounded, 

and the second is negatively biased at about 20 V for optimum operation. 

Since the highest beam voltage used In data runs was 10 KV, 

the current measurements were certainly not realisttc above about 0.100 

Torr at 300°K due to beam spreading. Also, at 0.100 Torr at 300°K the 

second grid would apparently begin to collect Ions at grid voltages near 

-20 V. A diode was placed in the circuit (as shown In Figure II) to 

prevent this from affecting the current reading. 

Since there was still some difficulty experienced in evading 

the front grid of this cup, a view port was made near the entrance to 

the cup so centering of the beam Into the cup could easily be accomplished 
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using a small permanent magnet. 

C.  OPTICS (Se* Figure 10, Pag« 33) 

A Wollensak, 135 millimeter Raptaft lens and shutter assembly 

focuses the electron beam image parallel onto the entrance silt of the 

spectrometer. Although this made the data more sensitive to any 

relative motion between the beam and slit, the gain in amount of light 

gathered was needed for low density data. The f/number of the lens and 

spectrometer is matched at f/6.8. A dove prism is used between the lens 

and spectrometer slit to rotate the beam image parallel to the slit. 

The spectrometer is a 3/4-meter Spex (1700-11) with a Czerny- 

Turner mount. The grating is 102 x 102 millimeters with 1200 lines per 
o 

millimeter and blaze at 5000 A. With a 20 micron by 10 millimeter slit 

o 
the resolution in the first order is 0.24 A which Is sufficient for re- 

solution of the R branch lines of most of the prominent N^ D~D bands, 

o 
Scanning speeds for rotational spectra are normally 2-2.5 A per minute 

o 
and for vibratlonal band integration 10-15 A per minute. 

D. SIGNAL DETECTION AND RECORDING 

An RCA IP28 photomultlplier tube mounted at the exit slit of 

the spectrometer is used as the detection element. The voltage divider 

network for the tube Is shown in Figure 12. The high voltage applied 

to the tube Is normally -700 VDC which is supplied by a Fluke 405B Power 

Supply. Electrostatic and magnetic shielding and cooling of the tube 

are not used at the present time. Signals from the photomultlplier are 
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fed Fnto a PAR Model HR-8 Precision Lock-In Amp Ii f T e r for amplification 

and noise rejection and attenuation. 

In order to take advantage of the capabilities of a lock-In 

amplifier the light beam received by the spectrometer photomuitiplier 

must be modulated in some manner. The simplest and best way to achieve 

this appeared to be modulation of the electron beam itself. An audio 

oscillator and power amplifier provided a modulation voltage to the 

control grid of the electron gun (see Figure 13). However, the necessary 

addition of the control grid resistor caused the 60 Hz ripple of the 

power supply (1-1/2 per cent at 50 KV) to almost completely modulate the 

beam by itself. The Injected modulation appeared as a high frequency 

component "riding" the 60 Hz modulation signal. 

The addition of a large capacitor (28 microfarad rated at 10 

KV) across the output of the power supply essentially eliminated the 

60 Hz ripple. However, the capacitor itself presented quite a problem. 

Any small high voltage arc in the electron gun resulted in a discharge 

of the capacitor, subsequent heating and cracking of the gun's glass 

envelope, and implosion and ejection of the gun's internal parts into the 

vacuum system. This problem was eliminated by fusing the capacitor with 

exploding wire fuses developed by Mr. D. S. Bynum of AR0, Inc. However, 

due to the1 Impromptu nature of any arcing during a period of data record- 

ing, the large capacitor filter was abandoned and a high voltage regulator 

tube was employed that somewhat reduced the 60 Hz ripple and stabilized 

the electron beam also. The gun modulation used was 20 KHz, and a 20 KHz 

pass filter was used to reject the 60 Hz signal component before it 
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reached the lock-in amplifier. Data quality was not as good as when the 

large filter capacitor was used, therefore the beam modulation scheme 

was later abandoned in favor of the present beam light chopping. 

A 5000 rpm motor was equipped with a stainless steel coupling 

to an 8-inch diameter plexiglass disc with alternating pie-shaped 

opaque and transparent sections. The coupling and disc were dynamically 

balanced and are used to modulate the beam light intercepted by the lens 

(Figure 10, page 33.) at * 700 Hz. A reference signal to the lock-In 

is provided at the same frequency by a small light bulb (6 V) and RCA 

IP28 photomultiplier (see Figure 10). This simpler arrangement was ob- 

served to produce the best quality data. 

The lock-in amplifier is, of course, the heart of the data 

recording system. As pointed out by the manufacturer (ID the lock-In is 

basically a phase-sensitive detector in which the modulated photomuItlpiier 

signal is mixed with a reference voltage to produce sum and difference 

frequencies. A low-pass filter at the output of the mixer rejects the 

high frequency components (sum frequencies), and it passes the difference 

frequencies that lie within its passband. The difference frequency due 

to components of the signal at the reference is zero or DC.  Difference 

frequencies resulting from components of the signai at frequencies differ- 

ing from the reference frequency by more than the cut-off frequency of the 

low-pass filter will be attenuated. Therefore, the lock-in selects a 

band of frequencies from a signal spectrum applied to its input circuit 

and converts the information therein to an equivalent bandwidth at DC 

The sensitivity of the lock-in is usually operated at 20 
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microvolts to 2 millivolts for rotational line spectra and 1-50 milli- 

volts for vlbrational band integration. A 0.3 or I second äock-In time • 

constant is normally used. 

The spectra are recorded on chart paper by a Sargent, mu!+i- 

range, precision recorder. 

The schematic of the electronic integrator used for vibrational 

band Intensity measurements is shown in Figure 14.  It Is an active 

integrator with a I second time constant, and it has an accuracy of *..one 

per cent provided the integration time Is no longer than about 200 

seconds. 

For band integration the output of the lock-in is fed to the 

integrator Input. The integrator output Is then recorded on chart 

paper. The recorded peak output is then proportional to the area under 

a corresponding spectral line trace of the band and Is thus proportional 

to the total Intensity of the band. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION OF DATA 

A. ROTATIONAL TEMPERATURE DATA 

Several rotational scans were made at each data condition with 

never less than four spectral scans averaged for a given data point,■ The 

spectrometer scans were always made in alternating directions across the 

band. Beam and test chamber conditions were always checked before every 

scan to assure their proper setting. 

It should be pointed out here that current measurements in 

this investigation cannot be used for comparison except when specifi- 

cally indicated, because throughout these measurements the beam current 

measurement technique was varied due to change in beam receiver design 

and beam alignment with respect to the cup. Change in modulation tech- 

nique also affected the beam current measurement. In ail cases In which 

the test chamber pressure was above 0,100 Torr the beam current measure- 

ment was quantitatively worthless due to beam spreading. 

The quality of the rotational scans was very good due to a lack 

of noise and was well resolved as can be seen in Figures 15, 16, and 17 

which are actual, typical spectral scans. In comparison to the spectra 

recorded by other Investigators the spectral data obtained !n this 

investigation are superior. Data taken In the beam "halo" region 

were generally of better quality than the normal beam spectra taken in 
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other investigations. Rotational scans were not only made In the more 

intense (0,0) band, but also in some of the weaker bands such as (!,2), 

(1,1), and (0,1). 

Using Equation 50 and the methods outlined in Appendix A, the 

rotational spectral scans were reduced to rotational temperatures at 

various conditions of test chamber pressure, temperature, and beam 

current. Data are generally presented as a ratio of measured tempera- 

ture (TR) to wal I temperature as a function of the number of spectra; 

lines used in the temperature determination. 

Initial room temperature data were taken without a coolant 

around the chamber, and it was observed that the channel wall heated up 

as much as 6°K. This heating of a static test chamber was also observed 

at AEDC and was accounted for by considering the large-angle scattering 

of the high energy beam electrons resulting in their impacting with the 

test chamber wall. Figure 7, page 28, shows the non-coolant room 

temperature results at 0.060 Torr which agree within 2.5 per cent with 

AEDC data assuming 15-22 lines were used in determining their tempera- 

tures. The Robben and Talbot (8) value and an average of Ashkenas's (10) 

results are seen to be approximately five per cent higher. By using 

10-22 lines the spectrally measured temperature was within * 2.5 per cent 

of the wall temperature. However, a slight Increase In measured tempera- 

ture with the number of spectral lines used past Kf = 10 is surely 

noticeable. 

Further, near room temperature measurements were made using 

cold, circulating water as a test chamber coolant. Resets of these 
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scans at 0.056 Torr at high and low currents are shown In Figure 18. 

Using 10-22 lines the spectrally measured temperatures are in agreement 

with the wall temperature within * 2.5 per cent. A "high" beam current 

indicates a current on the order of a couple of milllamperes and a "low" 

beam current Is on the order of a few hundred microamperes. There is 

little Indication of a beam current effect at the conditions of Figure 

18 except at the lower Kr numbered lines where there was an obvious break- 

ing away of the high and low current data points. However, the data 

quality Is observed to deteriorate with the smaller number of spectral 

lines used. At 0.160 Torr and 283°K (see Figures 19 and 20) the measured 

temperature is generally higher than the wall temperature. For 11-22 

spectral lines the measured temperatures are about 1-5 per cent high. 

Again there Is little indication of a beam current effect except when 

using only lower numbered rotational lines. At 299°K and 0.160 Torr 

(see Figure 21) the measured temperature is about 0-4 per cent high with 

no Indication of a beam current effect. Low current scans at 0.525 

Torr and 283°K (Figure 22) essentially agree with the 0.160 Torr measure- 

ments. However, at high current at 0.525 Torr the measured temperatures 

a,re 9-11 per cent high for 12-22 lines used. Thus a beam current effect 

appeared present at moderate pressure at 283°K, but the variation of 

measured temperature with number of spectral lines used was only slight 

for 10-22 lines. 

Figure 8, page 29, displays the results of a few other Inves- 

tigators at 78°K. All the results shown are laboratory measurements 

except for those of Robben and Tal bot (8 ) which were obtained with a 
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Mach 4 nozzle flow measurement. The results of Ashkenas show a dramatic 

variation of measured temperature with number of spectral lines at this 

I 

low temperature. 

Figure 23 shows results of scans at 0.003 Torr and 78°K using 

liquid nitrogen as a coolant. Generally the measured temperature is 

approximately 7.5 per cent (* 2.5 per cent) higher than the wall tempera- 

ture for 5-13 lines used. A slight increase of measured temperature with 

K' is also evident. 

Figures 24, 25, 26, 27, and 28 show results of scans at 0.005 

Torr and 78°K. At this pressure the temperature Is essentially independ- 

ent of beam current and flow rate as shown in Figures 24, 25, and 26. 

The flow rate was Increased by putting a 140 liter per minute mechanical 

pump onto the test chamber opposite the spectrometer view port. However, 

even this increased flow rate was at least an order of magnitude below 

the minimum flow rate used by Ashkenas (10). The data of Figures 24, 

25, 26, 27, and 28 agree well. Generally the measured temperature is 

about 8 per cent (* 2.5 per cent) higher than the wall temperature for 

6-11 spectral lines used. However, Figure 27 surely depicts the increase 

of the measured temperature with K', especially for K' greater than 

eleven. 

Scans at 0.024 Torr and 78°K show a definite beam current 

dependence as seen in Figures 29, 30, and 31. Figure 30 also shows that 

the faster flow rate is not enough to prevent the beam current depend- 

ence at this pressure. For ten spectral lines used measured temperatures 

range from 10-18 per cent higher than the wall temperature (see Figure 29). 
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Data at 0.062 Torr and 78°K show an Increasing difference be- 

tween the measured temperature and the wall temperature (see Figures 32 

and 33). Both figures also show an increasing dependence of measured 

temperature on number of spectral lines. For a given condition of 

current the measured value of temperature was found to range from 36 per 

cent high using one through six spectral lines to 58 per cent high using 

one through seventeen spectral lines. For ten spectral lines used the 

measured temperature ranges from 23-34 per cent high for various values 

of beam current. 

Data taken at 0.130 Torr and 0.200 Torr at 78°K serve only to 

show more distinctly the density-current effect on the temperature 

measurement and the dependence of measured temperature on number of 

spectral lines (see Figures 34'and 35). Figure 34 also shows the result 

of scans made using beam "halo" light, and It Is seen that observation 

In the halo yields the same temperature result as observation of the main 

part of the beam in agreement with a finding of Ashkenas (10). 

Using a dry Ice and acetone mixture as a coolant, spectral 

scans were made at !9I-I92°K. At 0.0044 Torr the measured temperature 

is about 3„o per cent (* I per cent) high for 8-17 lines used, and there Is 

little dependence on K' for K' as high as 17 (see Figure 36). For 0.120 

Torr at I92°K the measured temperature is 9 per cent (* I per cent) high 

for 8-17 lines used. However, there Is a definite Increase of measured 

temperature with K* for K' greater than 16. For 22 lines, for example, 

■the temperature is 15 per cent high (see Figure 36). 

Thus, there appear to be possibly several effects on the beam 
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temperature measurements: 

1. A temperature effect - evidenced by increasing error be- 

tween measured temperature and wall temperature as the wall temperature 

decreases and by increased non-linearity of Boltzmann plots at lower 

temperatures. 

2. A density effect which, at a given temperature, causes 

increasing temperature error and non-linearity of Boltzmann plots with 

increasing density. 

3. A beam current or local I zed'heating effect dependent on 

the temperature, density, and flow rate of the test gas and also dependent 

on the beam energy and current density. 

4. A possible band overlap effect due to the presence of the 

N2 [2
+U system (3,6) band at approximately 3895 A within the N£ D~] 

system (0,0.) band rotational structure (a possibility also noted by 

Ashkenas (10)). 

The possibility of band overlap was definitely noticeable in 

the spectral data shown in Figure 37 for K1 - 14. Any significant over- 

lap will, of course, make the Boltzmann plots non-linear and, in this 

case, make the measured temperature higher than the actual temperature 

when the overlapped lines are used in the temperature determination.  It 

is believed that this overlap effect will certainly prevent quality 

rotational spectra from being observed with a moderate resolution 

spectrometer at high densities due to the strong intensity dependence of 

the N2 C2+D system on nitrogen density. The N2 [2
+D system is also 

easily excited by secondaries. Therefore the overlap effect wih be 
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strongly coupled to density and possibly Influenced by beam energy and 

current density. For low temperature and/or high density conditions It 

will be necessary to exclude all rotational lines for K1 - 14. Another 

possibility for avoiding overlap will be to search for a band of the 

Ni D~D system that is free from overlap. The (0,2) and (0,3) bands 

appear to be excellent possibilities; but, of course, these bands are 

considerably weaker than the (0,0) band. 

A beam heating effect has been reported by others, as pointed 

out previously, for static and slowly flowing gas electron beam tempera- 

ture measurements. Beam heating Is partially analyzed In Appendix B, 

and the result is that beam heating Is definitely possIbIe to a notice- 

able degree for the 78°K conditions of this Investigation even at low 

values of pressure (see Table I). Experimentally, however, no confir- 

mation of beam current dependence has been observed at the low pressure 

conditions, but at the higher pressures (even at room temperature) it 

has been noticed. Elimination of beam heating will have to be accom- 

plished by the use of higher energy beams and higher test gas flow rate. 

Judging from the results of Ashkenas (10) flow rates on the order of 

0.01-1.00 grams per minute will be necessary. 

The density effect on Tp/T observed by Ashkenas (10) is 

plotted in Figure 9,  page 30, for Tw = 78°K and K' = 10. Data points 

from this investigation are plotted for comparison. The 0.005 Torr 

data point agrees very well with the result of Ashkenas (10) as it 

should. The second point at 0.031 Torr is high as expected due to 

apparent beam heating. However, it should be pointed out that all these 
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TABLE I 
RESULTS OF BEAM HEATING CALCULATIONS FOR 

A FEW SELECTED TEST CHAMBER CONDITIONS 

Gas 
Chamber 
Pressure 
(Torr) 

Beam 
- Current 

(mi 11iamperes) 

Beam 
Energy 
(KV) 

Wall 
Temperature 

(°K) 

Approximate 
Temperature 
Increase at the 
Beam Center 

(°K) 

N2 0.0015 3 10 78 2 

N2 0.0044 3 10 192 1 

N2 0.050 3 10 300 0.6 

N2 0.005 3 10 78 7 

N2 0.013 2 20 78 8 

N2 0.013 2 20 300 0.6 
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points are well within the scatter of the data used by Ashkenas (10) to 

determine the density dependent curve. The data of Figure 33, page 68, 

were used in Figure 38 in an attempt to extrapolate to zero current the 

bean current dependence and to then obtain a pure density effect point 

at 0.062 Torr for plotting In Figure 9, page 30. The data point so 

obtained also lies above the curve of Ashkenas (10). The reliabil- 

ity of the point Is certainly questionable and should serve to emphasize 

the necessity of eliminating any possible beam heating so that a true 

measure of density dependence can be determined. 

The pure temperature effect calibration curve for TW/TR or 

TactuaI^measured ProPosed bv Robben and Tal bot ( 8) is shown In Figure 

6, page 26. Data points from this Investigation have been plotted in 

comparison to the Robben and Talbot (8) curve. Conditions for the data 

were 283°K at 0.56 Torr, I92°K at 0.0044 Torr, and 78°K at 0.005 Torr, 

a 
and the density of these conditions is on the order of 10"° grams per 

cubic centimeter. There Is a definite lack of agreement between the 

Robben and Talbot (8) curve and the data from this investigation. 

Although the I92°K point agrees very well the 78°K and 283°K points 

surely do not.  It should be pointed out, however, that the Robben and 

Talbot (8) curve was formulated without a knowledge of a density depend- 

ence of the temperature measurements. The density of the Robben and 

Talbot (8 ) 78°K points was given as equivalent to approximately 0.300 

Torr at 300°K. This is equivalent to about 0.080 Torr at 78°K, and as can 

be seen from the data in Figure 9 there is a very significant density 

effect at this density which would invalidate the low temperature points 
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of the Robben and Tal bot (8) curve. Furthermore, as pointed out by 

Marrone (9), there also exists the possibility of rotational relaxation 

effects in the Robben and Talbot (8) experiments. 

An explanation of the disagreement at 283°K is difficult to 

make, since the Robben and Talbot (8) density was nearly the same as the 

density for the 283°K point at 0.056 Torr. The result of this Investigation 

at the 283°K point would agree closely, however, with the findings of 

Muntz (I), Petrle (5), and AEDC results. 

There have been several attempts to modify the Muntz excitation 

model in order to account for the temperature dependence and the varia- 

tion of temperature with number of spectral lines used. Robben and Talbot 

(8) attempted to use a model wherein a relatively small number of AK = 

* 3 transitions (10 per cent of the total transitions) were allowed to 

take place and were caused by secondary electrons that did not fo!low the 

optical selection rules assumed for the primaries. This attempt was 

abandoned, however, because of Inconsistencies at' low temperatures, lack, 

of knowledge of proper Hönl-London factors, and lack of knowledge of 

the mean free path of the secondaries as a function of density. 

Hickman (12) Introduced a model which was a composite of two 

processes. It was proposed that an Intermediate neutral T+  state of 

the excited molecule was populated by colllsions with secondary electrons 

in which AK = ±2,0 (quadrupote transitions), and then a final dtpole 

transition took place that populated the Ionized B2 y*  state from the 

intermediate state.. Collision cross sections for the rotational excita- 

tion of a homonuclear molecule by collisions with very slow electrons 
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derived by Gerjuoy and Stein (13) were used and are given below: 

(KY + 2)(K'f.+ I) 
°AK = +2 « (2K» + 3H2K» + I) 

£59) 

K'J (K'| - I) 
°AK = ~2 " <2K» - IH2K»' + I) 

Ky (Ky.+ i) 

°AK = °  " ("2K'' + 3)t2K1' - I) 

(60) 

(61) 

Using these equations and the dipole transition relative rates 

in the manner of the development of the intensity equations in Chapter II 

a' (G) analogous to that of Equation 48 for the direct excitation model 

is derived and given below. 

K'(K'-l)(K'-2)       +6B0(K'-!)hc/kTR 
(G)o ■ <2k»-lH2K'-3K2k» + l> e 

(K'+|)(K'+2)(K'+3)    -6B0(K'+2)hc/kTR 
+ (2K'+IH2K'+3)(2K'+5) • 

2(K 
3(2K 

2(K'+i)2(Kf+2) 

3(2K'f|)2(2K'+5) 

■)2(K'-|)     + K'(K'+i)2  e
2B°K' 

K'+l)2(2K'-3)    (2K'+|)2(2K'+3> J 

hc/kTR 

<K')2 (K'+l)    I 
(2K'+I)2(2K'-I) J 

-2B (K'+i)hc/KTR 
(62) 

Hickman's (G)Q was used in the reduction of a set o* data that 

had been previously reduced using the Muntz (G)0. The comparison is made 

In Figure 31, page 65. Use of the Hickman (G)Q does indeed lower the 

measured temperature on the average, but the variation of the measured 
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temperature with number of spectral lines used has greatly Increased. 

By trial and error It was found that a direct addition of a 

Muntz (G)0 and a Hickman <G)Q, neglecting the AK = 0 terms, resulted In 

lowering the measured temperature to very near the desired value, and It 

also decreased the variation of measured temperature with K1 (see 

Figure 31, page 65). The modified (G)Q used is given as 

-2B0(K'+l)hc/kTR      2B0K'hc/kTR 

(G) mod      <K'+I)e  + (KMe 
o      =  2YT+1  

(K')(K'-l)(K'-2) 6B_(K'-l)hc/kTR 
+ (2K*-|)(2K'-3H2K' + I)   e 

(K'+l)(K'+2)(K'+3) -6B (K'+2)hc/kTR 
+ (2K'+lS(2K'+3H2K'+5> e 

+ (K>)   (K'+:>2        e+2B0K'hc/kTR 

(2K'+i)2(2K'+3) 

(K')2(K'+I) -2B0(K'+l)hc/kTR +  _ e (63) 
(2K'+|)2(2K'-I) 

Additional results from using the (G)™  are shown in Figure 

28, page 62, and Figure 36, page 71, and it is seen that the (G)™0«1 

brings about excellent agreement between the measured and wall temper- 

ature for conditions believed to be free from a beam heating influence. 

The model implied from the use of the (G)g°d would seem to be 

one in which approximately half of the molecules In the N X']T state at 

densities on the order of 10"° grams per cubic centimeter are rotationally 

excited by slow secondary electrons before direct excitation by primaries 
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to the Nt B J] state. This model would also be expected to have a den- 

sity dependence due to increasing collision effects on the ground state 

molecules with increasing density. At this time, however, there is no 

absolute justification of this model due to the fact that the collision 

cross sections derived by Gerjuoy and Stein (13) are for secondary 

electrons with energies below 0.29 ev, and little is known as to the 

relative number of secondaries in this range within the electron beam. 

Harbour, using a plasma treatment of the electron beam, 

has calculated secondary electron number densities several orders of 

magnitude larger than those expected by neglecting electrostatic forces 

and assuming secondary concentration on the same order of magnitude as 

the primary concentration. Muntz (I) had estimated the ratio of the 

number of transitions caused by secondaries to those caused by primaries 

-4 to be on the order of 10 . Frankenthal, Manly, and Treve (14), however, 

have shown that In the primary range of 10-100 KV the contribution to the 

total number of Nt B2J* state molecules due to first generation second- 

aries (energies greater than 25 ev and less than one-tenth the energy of 

the primaries) Is of the same order of magnitude as that of the primaries. 

It was also shown by Frankenthal, Manly, and Treve (14.) that if account 

Is taken of N+ B^y excitation by Auger electrons the ratio of secondary 

transitions to primaries Is almost 1:1. 

These calculations Indicate that the excitation processes of 

the secondaries must be thoroughly investigated to determine their effect 

on the measured rotational temperature value. However, it is also 

necessary to explain the result shown in Figure 34, page 69, that no 
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measured temperature change was observed between the halo and the main 

portion of the beam. At the density and beam energy at which this 

measurement was made it is entirely possible that the main part of the 

"halo" observed was just the spreading of the electron beam primaries. 

This possibility also exists for the halo measurement of Ashkenas which 

was made at the high density of approximately 1.03 x 10"-* grams per 

cubic centimeter. 

Finally, it has been shown in Figure 39 that the measured 

temperature is dependent on the band used in the case of the bands shown 

albeit the data were of poorer quality than usual due to the weakness of 

some of the bands. 

B. VIBRATIONAL TEMPERATURE DATA 

Vibrational bands were integrated using the electronic inte- 

grator, the cfrcii-i- of which is shown in Figure !4, page 44, The 

spectrometer sii+ width was set at 200 microns.  Immediately before the 

beginning of a scan the integrator was switched to operate, and with the 

light from the beam blocked from the spectrometer the photomultipiier dark 

current anc" o+her noise was nulled out so that the integration would not 

include it. The_optics light path was then unblocked and the scan made. 

At the end of the scan, characterized by the recorded trace assuming a ■ 

zero slope, the feedback loop of the integrator amplifier was short- 

circuited causingthe recorder trace to return to the zero point. Beam 

current and chamber pressure were kept as steady as possible during these 

scans, A typical integrated trace is shown in Figure 40. The maximum 
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of the traces are proportional to the intensity of the band. 

Figure 4! is a diagram of the prominent bands observed in  the 

spectral region of this investigation. Relative intensity results of 

integrated scans of several of the bands at pressures less than 0.100 

Torr are given in Table 2 and compared with the theoreticai values 

calculated from Equation 57 using p(v',vl}) and qCv'jV") values from 

Tables 3 and 4, respectively. These values were calculated at AEDC 

using band intensity data of NichoiIs (15).  It was shown by Lewis 

that the use of q(v',vy) values instead of p(vlfv
,|l) values is 

acceptable. Ail experimental values were adjusted for the optics and 

photomulfiplier sensitivity variation with wavelength shown in Figure 

42. 

Figures 4 and 5, pages 23 and 24, and Figure 43 show the 

results of band ratios determined by integrat'on as a function of pres- 

sure compared with theoretical vaiues determined from Equation 57 using 

tables 3 and 4.  In Figure 4 the data of Harbour are plotted for 

comparison* Absolute values differ by as much as 20 per cent; however, 

the pressure dependence agrees very well. Harbour corrected the 

data for band overlap, bur the data of this investigation were for pres- 

sures less than I Torr, and according to Harbour's data, do not require 

overlap correction. 

The indicated random error of fhe band ratio measurements was 

due primarily to beam generated noise, drift in beam current, and possible 

band overlap at the beginning and end of the scans. Systematic error was 

primarily due to inaccuracies in the determination of the optical 
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TABLE 2 
BAND INTENSITY RATIOS, EXPERIMENTAL 

AND THEORETICAL 

v7v£ 0 1 2 3 

0 

1 

1.00 
1.00 

0.27 
0.32 

0.05 
0.05 

0.06 
0.063 

0.04 
0.04 

0.02 
0.017 

Legend:    Experimental   ratio 
normalized to 1(0,0) 

Theoretical   ratio 

The band  intensity raiio data precision  5s approximately 
1   10 per cent. 
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TABLE 3 
FRANCK-CONDON FACTORS FOR THE v". TO v' TRANSITION 

v'/V,' 

0.8926 

0.1059 

TABLE 4 
VIBRATIONAL STRENGTH FACTORS OF THE v' TO v'' TRANSITION 

V'/V^ 

0.540 0.245 0.072 0.0!7 

0.169 0.204 0.275 0.]34 
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sensitivity versus wavelength curve. 

Accuracy values of the presented measurements do not, however, 

prohibit recognition of the pressure dependence of the (0,l)/(l,2), 

(0,01/(1,I), and (0,21/(1,3) band ratios. This pressure dependence most 

surely impedes development of methods for measuring vibrational tempera- 

ture and must also certainly cast doubt upon some previous tunnel measure- 

ments of vibrational temperatures made using the electron beam technique. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

An electron beam excitation system, a spectroscopic system, 

and a signal defection and recording system have been developed for 

laboratory studies of vibrational and rotational temperature measure- 

ment using the electron beam technique. Rotational temperature 

measuremen+s have been made over the temperature range 78°-300°K at 

pressures of 0*001-1.0 Torr. Integrated vibrational band intensi+y 

measurements were made at 300°K at pressures of 0.JO0-L0 Torr. 

Results of this investigation are summarized as follows: 

1, High quality data (low noise, excellent resolution! 

coupled-with proper data reduction techniques are believed to have yielded 

the most precise measurements of rotational temperature and vibrational 

band intensity to date. 

2, The measured rotational temperatures were observed to be 

in increasing disagreement with chamber wall temperature, or actual gas 

temperature, as the temperature decreases. The measured rotational 

temperature was always higher than the actual gas temperature. 

3, The ratio of rotational temperature to wall and gas temper- 

ature was observed to be dependent on the number of spectral lines used in 

the temperature determination and the ratio increases as more high K' 

numbered lines a^e used. Further, this dependence Is more pronounced 
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at lower temperatures. 

4. At low temperature and high densities (i0~-:0~6 g-ams per 

cubic centimeter) a definite band overlap effect has been observed in 

the rotational lines of the R branch of the (0,0) band of the N~ D~3 

system due to the presence of the (3,6) band of the N2 C2+D system^ 

Therefore the number of spectral lines in the (0,0) band that may be 

used may be limited to no more than 14. 

5. At low densities (^ 10"** grams per cubic centimeter) 

there is little indication of a rotational temperature dependence on 

beam current. However, at higher densities a definite dependence on 

beam current has been observed and explained as a localized beam 

heating of the test chamber gas. 

6. The ratio of measured rotational temperature to waiI and gas 

•temperature was observed to increase with increasing nitrogen density, 

7c  Vibrational band intensity ratios were also observed to 

be density dependent, and this dependence Is probably due to collision 

quenching effects. 

8. It was shown that rotational temperature measurements 

in the beam "halo" region did not differ from rotational temperature 

measurements in the main portion of the beam. 

9. It was shown that measured rotational temperatures were 

dependent upon the vibrational band that was used. 

10. For densities on the order of I0~8 grams per cubic centi- 

meter- an empirical modification of the rotational i<ne intensity 

equation has been shown to yield good agreement between measured 
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rotational and actual temperatures. 

Certainly investigations of the type reported herein should be 

continued; therefore recommendations for future work are listed as 

follows: 

1. The sensitivity of the detection system should be upgraded 

to increase the precision and range of the experiments.  Improvement of 

at least two orders of magnitude should be possible with photomu'tlpller 

tube shielding and cooling. 

2. Data quality can also be Improved by reduction of beam 

current drift and noise. This can be accomplished by use of a beam con- 

troller system developed by Froedge (16). 

3. Beam energy and flow rate need to be increased in order 

to eliminate the problem of localized beam heating. When this is 

accomplished precise documentation of the dependence of the measured 

rotational temperature on gas temperature, gas density, number of 

spectral lines, and vibrational band must be completed over a wide 

range of gas temperature and pressure. 

4. Band overlap should be further Investigated in the hor>3 

that a useful band free of overlap might be found. 

5'. An analytic and experimental Investigation of secondary 

electrons should be Initiated. The number density, energy dlstr!bution, 

and behavior of the secondaries should be determined. Experimental work 

should be directed toward the control of secondary electron concentra- 

tion in the area of the beam under observation and toward rotational 

and vibrational temperature measurements using Eow energy electrons. 
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60  If vlbrational band Integration precision can be reduced , 

to less than * 5 per cent, the vibratlonal band intensJty ratio depend- 

ence on density should be determined over a wider range of density at 

several temperatures. Collision quenching effects on individual bands 

should also be investigated as the probable cause for the density 

dependence. 
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APPENDIX A 

ROTATIONAL TEMPERATURE DATA REDUCTION 

Equation 50 is solved by an iterative machine calculation. 

The program for the computer (CDC-I604B) Is shown in Table 5, and it 

was written by Mr. J. 0. Hornkohl of the Hypervelocity Branch, von 

Karman Facility, Flow Diagnostics Section, ARO, Inc. The input requires 

a card for the following: spectral scan number and designation, total 

number of spectral lines in a scan, and each line relative intensity 

value. The intensities of even numbered rotational lines (K' = 2,4, ...) 

are doubled before input to properly take account of the influence of 

nuclear statistics. The program essentially performs a least squares 

fit of the data points to a straight line from the slope of which Is 

calculated the rotational temperature, T_. The iteration process con- 

tinues to calculate a temperature until consecutive calculated values 

are within 0.01 per cent. 

A temperature defined by the maximum number of spectral lines 

is first calculated. Then a temperature value for K^g^ - I lines is 

calculated. This process is repeated i times through K^ax - i + I = 6. 

However, no more than 12 iterations for each (Kmax - i + I) set of data 

is a I laved. 

One of the more important outputs of the program is the value 

of the standard deviation (SIGMAT) of the temperature that Is printed 

(in °K) for each (K' „ - i + I) data set. The value is computed using max r       s 
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TABLE 5 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING, PROGRAM TROT 

PKUeRAM TKUT 
TYP£   HEAL   NU.NUNOHM.NSUMXY.NSUMXJjQ 

JLltiE- 4NTE6EK_VUfA/U- 
OlMENSION  I {?:<>) .6(22) «Y (22) .AY (22J ,XSQ (22) »OELTAY (224 .YT(22) . 

«X(22).PER(22).WAVE(22)        -    ,  
1 READ   200.HUN.VU.VL 

IF   (EOFfSO)    12.2    --    -     -- -             
2 N=0 
 PH-LiO-1-0 0  

PH1NT   101 
PrtlNT   102 -      - 
PRINT   103fHUN.VU.VL 
PKINT   104         --     -- 
RtAU  201.KMAX 

-BO   3  KBltKMA*  
3 NtAU  202» UK) 

THb=200. 
4 SUrtX=0. 

. _  SUrtY«0.   - 
.     SUMXY=0. 
 SUMXSU-OH 

bU32.0tt3-0.020«MVU*.b) 
BL=1.932-0.Ü2Ü*(VL*.J»)    -     _..-_.. 
DU   5   K«1»KMAX 

- NU=2.997925E«-10* (25461.5  ♦  2419.04«(VU*.5)-23.19*(<VU*.5>*«2>  
*-2207.19*<VL*.5)   ♦16.]4*((VL*.S>*«2>   ♦   K*(K*l)*BU-K*(K-1)*bL) 

-WUN0Hrt=NJJ/!42^99-7-924>E-* 1^*25066^01 '■ r 
hAVE(K)=2.997V2bE*10/NU*1.0E*08 
6«M s.(K«EXPF (b.72bÖ*K/TKG) ♦(K*l) «EXPF <-5» 725b* (K*l) /TRG)) /(2.*K*1 1- 
Y(K.)sLOÜF<I (K>/ ( (NUNURM**4)*eiK) *K) ) 
X(K)sl.«K*(K*l)    ..__._        .-_  
XY(K)=X(K)»Y(R) 

SUMX=SUMX*X(K) 
.SUhY=SUMY*Y(K)   
SUMXY=SUMXY+XY(K> 
SUMXSU=SUMXSQ*Xb6(K)    — -. - -  ;  
SUSUMX*SUMX»SUMX 

-PKOrtSUM=SUM**SUI4Y :  
NSUMXY=KMAX*SUMXY 
NS»UMXSQ=KMAX»BUMXSQ   _. 
SLOPE* (NSUMXY-PKOUSU»)/(NSUMXSQ<-SQSUMX) 

-OKUCEP=(SUMXS«*SUMY-SUMX«SUMXY)/(NSUMXSG-SQSUMX)  
TK=-2.H629/5L0PE 

-SUMuELSU-O^- 
DU   h   K=1.KMAX 
YT(K)=SLOPE*X(K)*UROCEP        -   --        -     - 
DtLTAY(K)=Y(K)-YT<K) 
PtK(K)=100.*DbLrAY(K)/YT(K> 
SUMüELStf=SUMDtLSU*D£LTAY(K)*UELTAY(K) 

_S ltiMAY^-SUMUELSU/-CKMAX-2 .-)-)-**» 5 
SlüMAr=(2.ö629»SlOMAY/(SLOPE*SLUPE))*((KMAX/(NSUMXSQ-SQSUMX>)«*.5) 
TESTTH=AHSF(TH-THö)/rK   
IF    (TESTTR.LT.l.E-04)   b»7 
TKüsTR   _ -      
GO  TO 4 
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TABLE 5  (Continued) 

 i  

.ft   N?N*1 

\¥    (M.ÜT.1)    lit* 
-g_OU --1Q-K   a   1,   &MAX- 
10 PHINT 105*KiI(K)*b{K)«YfK) »X<K>,HAVE(K>,PERIK) 

PHlNT 106        -- ■  ■  .....   
PKINT 107»PKOUSUM»NSUMXY.SQSUMX»NSUMXS(J 
PKlNT 1 OB. SLOPE »OKDCtP- - -   -   
PK1NT   10S 

 PK-1 M_l 10-* KMAJU-J4US44i*A*  
KrtAX=KMAX-l 
60   TO   4 

)1   PHINT   111»KMAX»TR»SIG*AT 
KMAX=KMAX-1 

Ih    (KMAX.GT.5)   <nl 
-.12—S-I-UB- 

li»0   FOKMAT <IHW»47X»2!?HH0TAT10<MAL   BOLTZMANN   PLOT) 
151 .FUKMAT (IM   »/»b7X»5HUSlNG) . 

Iu2   FOKMAT (IH   »/i52Xtl*MMUNrZ   C-KACTOH) 
U<3   FUKMAT (lri   i//t21X,l2nKUN   (MUMü£H   = , IX, A8i5*» 11 , IH, , 11 »5H-ÖAND)- 
104   -"■--• ■• -■■■'   --   ■• - - -"   ■■■ —    ---   ■■-■■ 

U3    rUKNAI      UM    t/f »ilA.UHKUN   NUMtJtK   =» 1 X * A8 » 5* » I I » IM I ,11 »5H-dANUI  
,)4 FOKMAT (lri *//.6X.»lHK,7X,4Hl(K) ,11X,4HÜ(K)»15X,4HY(K) »15X.4HX1K) » 
 »l-3Xf-li)HWAVEtEN6-THj.*X»27H{0tL I A—Y(K) )/Y I (M»-PEKCEN14 :  
05 FOKMAT (IH «4X»I2t6X*Ib*8XtE11.0*UX.E11.4«4XiEll«4tBXtEll*4t 
•UAtEU.4) -  

l.i6 FUKMAT (IH »//»bXtl3MSUM<X)*bUM(Y) ibX,-jHN«SUM{XY) t8Xt 
•13MSUM<X>«*SUMU)»bXtl0hN«SUM(X«X))   

1«7 FUKMAT (IH •SX«tLll.«t6X<EU.4«7X*E11.4*7X,E11.4) 
-I^R-FOKMAT— (lH-»//-*21x-»-/HSLOP&-st-i-X,E-11.4fl0XrHHI-NTtiP€EPT »»lXiE-ll^) 
1-iQ FUKMAI  (1M • //) 
110'FUKMAT (IH »13X.IÜ.6H-LINES.SX.24HH0TA1I0NAL TEMPERATURE-»»  

«EL11.4,5Xt2bHSrANDAKÜ DEVIATION OF TK =,E11.4) 
-111 FOKMAT (1H tlbX»I2i6H-LlNES,SA»24H         *»  

. «EU.4*5X»26H                         =t£11.4) 
2t,0-FOKMAT—< Afrt-l-X-»-I-U 1 X» 114  
2s) 1 FOKMAT (12) 
202-FOKMAf (15) 

EWU TKOT 
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formulae from Beers (17). 

It should be noted that In the least squares fit it would have 

been possible to weight each line intensity value according to some 

measure of signal noise used as a standard deviation of the signal.  In 

this case, however, due to the good quality of signal at most conditions 

it was assumed that the error in the intensity values was independent of 

the rotational line number. 

For a given test chamber and beam condition a number of 

spectral scans were taken, and it was necessary to "average" these data 

by some process.  Since it was desired to present the deviation of the 

measured rotational temperature (Tp) from the test chamber temperature 

(Tw) as a ratio TR/TW, a computer program was written by Dr. J.W.L. 

Lewis (ARO, Inc., Hypervelocity Branch, von Karman Facility, Flow 

Diagnostics Section) to calculate an average TR/T~W M j and average 

standard deviation, ö~, for a given value of the number of spectral lines 

rR 

were weighted according to their own precision 

T
RI / v yi wir i \ (64) 

used in calculating a TR in a fixed set of data. The _R and a  values 
TW 

W£w>u> 
by definition of a weighted average (17). 

Where, 

oj = the standard deviation of the ith_ spectral scan (the 

standard deviation given by Program TROT as SIGMAT 

divided by TWj), 
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,,-yi >-  f—I . .= measured temperature divided by chamber 
■ 'wli 

temperature for the Ith_spectral scan 

total number of data points to be used (usually 

the number of spectral scans for a given con- 

dition) 

1/2 

(65) 

(66) 

by definition of a standard deviation of an 

average (17). 

Where 

w. = (o,/^)2 (67) 

■''"'■■ ■ TR/TW and Fare easily machine calculated. The program 

(PROGRAM TRADV) is given in Table 6.  Inputs to the program are Twj, 

TRJ, and SIGMAT (from PROGRAM TROT), a value for s, and the number of 

spectral lines used <K,|,ax - i + 1). Outputs are TR,, TWJ, SIGMAT, 

TR/TW, cF, s, and number of spectral lines used. 
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TABLE 6 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING, PROGRAM TRADV 

. 
KHOGHAM IHAUV 
DIMENSION TR(100>» TW(IOO). SIGdOO )» S*C100>» SS(lOO)» 

10(10) 
Y(100). 

.   ] I YY(IOO)» Z<100>» MlOOli'«IY(100)f 
PRINT 40 
READ 60* 10  S   PRINT 90« ID 
READ 10«XL INES 

50 
IF (EOF*50> 50*51 
STOP 

51 CONTINUE 
READ lOtlAl 
READ 20* (TR(I>* TWII)» SIG<I>* I = 
PRINT 70 

1 ltlAl) • 

1Q 
PRINT eo» ITR«I>* Twin» SIG(I>« i 
FORMAT 113) 

■ 1» IAD 

20 
3a 

FORMAT (2F15.9* F10.S) 
FORMAT UH0»15HAVERAüc TEMP = * FlS 
iFfO.5) 
FORMAT <1H1) 

»-•9». 5X«_i6HAVER.AGE. SIGMA > • 

41} 
60 FORMAT (10A8) 

FORMAT <lh«. 20HMEASUHED TEMPERATUF 
»10X* 18HSTANDARÜ UEVlATIUN //) 
FORMAT (1H * 3X* F15«9» 7X« F15.9* 
FORMAT (2SX* 10A8) 
00 1 J » ltlAl 

IE* 5X« 16HWALL TEM(= 

13X. F10.5) 

»ERATURE. 

80 
90 

Y(J> = TRU)/T*(J) 
S(J) » SIG(J)/TW(J) 

SS(j) = SU>*>»2. 
YY(J) » Y(J>/SS(J) 
Z(J) a i./SSU) 
W(J) s SS<1)/SS(J) 

1 WY(J) ■ W(J> • W(J) • SSU) 
SUMl ■ 0.0 S SUM2 = 0.0 S SUM3 » 0. i0 SSUM4 = 0.0 
DO 2 K = ltlAl 
SUM1 s SUM1 * YY(K) 
SUM2 = SUM2 ♦ Z(K) 
SJM3 * SUM3 ♦ WY<K) 

? SUM4 = SUM4 ♦ W(K) 
THBAR = SUM1/SUM2 
SIGftAft = (SUM3/(SUM4 » SUH4)) •• 0< 
PRINT 30* TRBAR» SIGBAR 

.5 

PKlNT 10f XLINES 
PRINT 10* IA1 
GO TO 3 
ENü 
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APPENDIX B 
DISSIPATIVE BEAM HEATING 

The geometry shown In Figure 44 was used In this analysis. 

The electron beam was considered as a heat source in a gaseous medium. 

The general heat conduction equation In cylindrical coordinates is (18); 

a2y  | 3T ^ I  32T-.  '3?T . q  ' I  3T ' (68) 

where "™ 
»■•■-" 

T = temperature 

r =. radial dimension 
.-...»   ■ • 

q = heat source strength per unit volume and unit time 

K =  thermal conductivity 

a =  K/c p p. 

cp = specific heat 

t = time 

For a steady-state condition and symmetry  in z and <J> the general 

equation reduces to 

32T   .   I     3T      q,    n .._. 
-     J? + 7   3F+K=0 <69) 

Or,   letting H = q/K 

3       r    3Tl 37    [r 37J + Hr = 0 -.70) 
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-Test 
Chamber 
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Electron Beam 
Outer Radius 

•*y 

Fig. 44   Geometry for Beom Heating Calculations 
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Since 

and 

3T 
3T = 0 at r = 0 

r = r.  at T = T. 

Therefore, 
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(72) 

T = Ü (r.2 - 'r2) + T. 
.    4       [ > 

(73) 

for 

0 * r * r, 

Mow < - < ,  for the range ri      r     r2 

iiSfüfi 
.. w »:.(k; 

;■ q = 0 

Therefore, the general equation reduces to 

(74) 

3*T 3T    < 
—T   + F   S"r = 0 
3rz        r   9r 

(75) 

or 

r   ["■£]- 
After Integration 

(76) 

T ■ d An r + f 

where d and f are constants. 

(77) 

3T 3T 
i3r7fn the beam   l3r/ln the gas 

at r = r, (78) 
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Since 

and 

then 

ijl = _ ^   Hr in the beam (793 

Jsl    tn the gas (80) 
or     r 

d = _ ' H r.2 at r = r, (81) 
2" "I 

Again,  for the region r.  - r - r2 

since 

since 

T, = d An r, + f (82) 

r = r   at T = T, ■72) 

Tw = d An r2 + f t'3J) 

r = r, at T = T (84) 

Therefore, 

Tw = - 1 Hr,2 An r2 + f 

and 

Now, 

Therefore, 

(85) 

T,   = - 1 Hr,2 An  r,  + f (86) 

T = - J-Hr.2 An r + f (87) 
2      ' 

T = - i Hr(
2 An r + i Hr,2 An r, + T, (88) 
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But, 

T| = Tw + i Hr|
2 (An r2 - An r,) (89) 

Therefore, 

T ■ I Hr, Un r, - in r) + T 
2  I      2 w 

(90) 

and 

for r, ^ r ^ r2 

T = ä(r|2.r2) + Tw+iHr|2  Unr2 An r.) (91) 

Now, 

for 0 * r - n 

r2 = nr, 

where n Is a constant. 

Therefore, for 0 * r - r. 

(92) 

T = Ü (r.2 - r2) + T. + J_Hr,2 An n 
w  2 

(93) 

T    H , 2 
T = TT-(rl w   w 

r2) + ! + JL r,Z'in n 
^'w 

(94) 

Therefore, for 0 - r - r, 

*T S f = HT 
'w 

fry 1 - r2       r,2 

4          +    2 

ror T| - r - nrj 

■] inn  +| (95) 

T-W  ln^L UT, (96) 
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Therefore, 

T_.H_ ni |tn^L|+l (97, 

r\2\     nr|\ 
RT = HT "T"(tn ~~H+  ' (98) 

Remembering that 

then 

H    J^bl    PJb ((00) 

w where p is the gas density, Jk is the beam current density, arid —r— 
PJb 

is Gruns experimental measure of the energy absorbed per second 

per cubic centimeter of air reduced to unit air density and unit beam 

current density (19). J w 1 is plotted in Figure 45. 
PJb) 

jb=_ü- ;ioi:> 
irr/ 

p = P° (102) 
w 

Therefore, 

H^fevll^) 
Equations 95, 98, and 103 in conjunction with the data of 

Figure 48 can be used to calculate a temperature profile across a 
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Fig. 45   Electron Beam Energy Dissipation in Air 
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laboratory test chamber for various conditions. A chamber centerline 

temperature may be easily calculated using only Equations 95 and 103. 

Results of calculations at pertinent conditions are shown in 

Table I, page 75» The calculations do not include any effects of con- 

vection cooling, and they are not applicable under conditions for which a 

uniform beam radius is not clearly definable. They should, however, for 

the proper conditions present a maximum amount of beam heating for a 

resuIt. 
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